
 
 

This survey measures the degree to which you value different characteristics of work.  
There are no right or wrong answers, just respond how you feel about each item.  
Answer each question by marking a number in the right hand column: 5 for “very important” 
to 1 for “not at all important”. You may find that many, even most of these characteristics are 
important to you, so try to distinguish among the items to identify the degree of importance. 
 

How important is work in which you…    1   2  3   4  5 

1. …have to keep solving new problems?      

2. …help others?      

3. …can get a raise?      

4. …look forward to changes in your job?      

5. …have freedom in your own area?      

6. …gain prestige in your field?      

7. …need to have artistic ability?      

8. … are one of the gang?      

9. …know your job will last?      

10. …can be the kind of person you would like to be?      

11. …have a boss who treats you fairly?      

12…like the setting in which your job is done?      

13…get the feeling of having done a good day’s work?      

14…have authority over others?      

15…try out new ideas and suggestions?      

16…create something new?      

17…know by the results when you’ve done a good job?      

18…have a boss who is reasonable?      

19…are sure of always having a job?      

20…add beauty to the world?      

21…make your own decisions?      

22…have pay increases on a regular basis?      

23… are intellectually challenged?      

24…use leadership skills?      

25…have adequate lounge and restroom facilities?      

26…have a way of life, while not on the job, that you like?      

27…form friendships with your fellow employees?      

28…know that others consider your work important?      

29…do not do the same thing all the time?      

30…feel you have helped another person?      

31…add to the well-being of other people?      

32…do many different things?      

33…are looked up to by others?      

34…have good contacts with other workers?      

35…lead the kind of life you most enjoy?      

36…have a good, clean working environment?      

37…plan and organize the work of others?      

38…need to be mentally alert?      

39…are paid enough to live well?      



How important is work in which you… 1 2 3 4 5 

40. …are your own boss?      

41. …make attractive products?      

42. …are sure of another job in the company if your job ends?      

43. …have a supervisor who is considerate?      

44. …see the results of your efforts?      

45. …contribute new ideas?      
 
 

Work Values Answer Key 
 
Go back through the 45 questions and add up your scores for the 15 Work Characteristics 
as follows: 
 

Characteristics Questions Total Score Ranking 

Creativity 15, 16, 45   

Management 14, 24, 37   

Achievement 13, 17, 44   

Surroundings 12, 25, 36   

Supervisory Relations 11, 18, 43   

Way of Life 10, 26, 35   

Security 9, 19, 42   

Associates 8, 27, 34   

Esthetics 7, 20, 41   

Prestige 6, 28, 33   

Independence 5, 21, 40   

Variety 4, 29, 32   

Economic Return 3, 22, 39   

Altruism (unselfishness) 2, 30, 31   

Intellectual Stimulation 1, 23, 38   

 

 
If your score is in the 11-15 range on certain characteristics they would be considered very 
important by you, 7-10 is about average importance, and 1-6 would be of little importance.  
 
 


